Quick and cost-effective debt recovery calls for a broad range of resources to locate delinquent consumers. With Address Search™ — a skip-tracing/collections tool for creditors and collection agencies — you can significantly enhance your collection efforts and opportunities to find delinquent accounts. Address Search features extensive, reliable data on more than 220 million credit-active consumers from Experian’s powerful File One™ database, providing you with both the quality and the quantity of information you need to locate hard-to-find debtors.

Beyond providing you with the debtor’s other known addresses, as reported to Experian, and increasing opportunities to make direct contact with the consumer, Address Search supplies names and contact information for other individuals, including potential relatives, associated with the same input address. This data immediately fortifies your search efforts with additional contacts who may have information that can lead to your otherwise elusive debtor.

Comprehensive consumer information
For each address submitted, the Address Search profile will return data for up to 20 consumers associated with that address, displaying only nonpermissible purpose information in order to protect the privacy of those listed other than the debtor. The data includes all names and up to four addresses for each consumer, as well as phone numbers (with the demographics band option). When more than one consumer matches the inquiry address, consumers are displayed in order of when the inquiry address was last reported on their files to Experian, beginning with the most recent.

With Address Search, you can take advantage of:
• Quick access to other known addresses for debtors, plus additional names, addresses and phone numbers of contacts to facilitate location
• Streamlined, relevant and easy-to-read reports
• Enhanced productivity
• Boosted recovery rates
• Increased profitability
The shortest route to recovery

Address Search speeds your recovery efforts because, unlike other address tracing products on the market, each report is displayed in a concise, uniquely streamlined format that expedites your ability to associate the debtor with parents, spouses, siblings and other relatives. Instead of wasting time interpreting the information, you can act on it — making contacts, maximizing productivity and shortening the route to recovery.

With Experian, you won’t pay for information you don’t need, making Address Search one of the most cost-effective tools of its kind. You’ll get up-to-date, focused, on-demand data that enables you to find the consumer and recover the debt.

Convenient access

Fast, convenient Internet access to Address Search is available via Experian’s eSolutions secure Website. eSolutions provides Experian clients with an easy to access, secure environment, available 24-7 with no setup costs or special software or hardware installation required. Address Search also is available in ARF and TTY with an ADR keyword (per each address).

Get the Address Search advantage

Maximizing the tools available to you also optimizes your potential for successful recoveries — which translates into increased profitability.

To find out more about Address Search, contact your local Experian sales representative or call 1 888 414 1120.